1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

During the winter of 2002--2003, a new 'plague' emerged in Guangdong province, China, and quickly spread to other countries. Patients were characterized by fever, dry cough, dyspnea, headache, and hypoxemia; and death could be a result of progressive respiratory failure due to alveolar damage. The syndrome was designated 'severe acute respiratory syndrome' (SARS). The identification of the etiologic agent, a novel coronavirus, as SARS-associated coronavirus (SARS-CoV) was quickly made by international collaboration [@bib1], [@bib2]. By 31 July 2003, when the pandemic terminated, 8096 people in 26 countries had been diagnosed with probable SARS, 774 of whom died \[<http://www.who.int/csr/sars/country/table2004_04_21/en/index.html>\]. In the winter of 2003--2004, sporadic cases were reported, including four cases in Guangdong province, and laboratory acquired SARS from Singapore, Taiwan and Beijing \[[http://www.who.int/csr/don/archive/disease/severe_acute_respiratory_syndrome/en/index.html](http://www.who.int/csr/don/archive/disease/severe_acute_respiratory_%20syndrome/en/index.html)\]. Although the death rate is low in comparison with fatalities during previous pandemics, the rapidity of spread due to air travel, the coverage in the media and the enormous economic and social impacts, the fear of renewed outbreaks as well as the potential misuse of the virus as a biological weapon all contribute to the far more pronounced impact of SARS-CoV. Since the identification of the etiological agent, rapid progress has been made towards understanding this newly emerged pathogen. Most previously published reviews focused on the epidemiology, clinical presentation and potential treatment of SARS-CoV infection; this review focuses on the molecular mechanisms of SARS pathogenesis.

2. General characteristics of SARS-CoV {#sec2}
======================================

2.1. SARS-CoV -- a new coronavirus {#sec2.1}
----------------------------------

The newly identified virus is a new member of the family Coronaviridae, genus *Coronavirus*. It is a family of large, enveloped, positive-sense single-stranded RNA viruses that replicate in the cytoplasm of animal host cells. The genome of SARS-CoV is about 29 kb with 13--15 open reading frames (ORFs). Downstream of ORF1a and 1b is ORFs that encode the four main structural proteins, namely, spike (S), envelope (E), membrane (M), and nucleocapsid (N) protein [@bib3], [@bib4]. The spike protein of SARS-CoV, which is involved in virus binding, fusion, and entry, is a typical class I viral fusion protein, similar to the transmembrane glycoproteins of many enveloped viruses [@bib5]. The amino-terminal S1 and carboxyl-terminal S2 subunits of the SARS-CoV S protein can be identified through their homology with the S1 and S2 subunits of other coronaviruses.

Coronaviruses are usually subdivided into three phylogenetic groups. SARS-CoV is different from the known coronaviruses; depending on the method of sequence analysis used, SARS-CoV either constitutes a new phylogenetic group [@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4] or a subgroup of group 2 [@bib6].

2.2. Cellular receptors {#sec2.2}
-----------------------

Studies using pseudotyped lentiviruses carrying the S, M and E glycoproteins of SARS-CoV demonstrated that the spike protein is both necessary and sufficient for virus attachment to susceptible cells [@bib5]. The cellular receptors were detected by taking advantage of this tag.

### 2.2.1. ACE2 as a functional cellular receptor {#sec2.2.1}

In an in vitro study, Li et al. demonstrated that the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) is a functional cellular receptor of SARS-CoV, by using coimmunoprecipitation of the virus glycoprotein (S1) with lysates from cells that are susceptible to virus infection (Vero E6 cells) followed by mass spectrometry analysis [@bib7]. Later, our group proved that ACE2 is crucial for SARS-CoV infection in vivo employing an ACE2 knockout mouse [@bib8]. Later, the structure of SARS coronavirus spike receptor-binding domain (RBD) complexed with ACE2 was determined [@bib9]. All these findings will influence the ongoing vaccine development and biological analysis.

Immunostaining techniques identified ACE2 on the surface of type 1 and type 2 alveolar epithelial cells, enterocytes of the small intestine and the brush border of the proximal tubular cells of the kidney [@bib10]. These localizations explain the documented tissue tropism of SARS-CoV for the lung and gastrointestinal tract. However, it should be noted that colonic enterocytes as well as the liver tissue were largely negative for ACE2 protein expression, while SARS-CoV replication does occur therein. In contrast, whereas ACE2 is strongly expressed on the endothelial cells of arteries and veins of all tissues and the smooth muscle cells of the intestinal tract, there is no evidence of virus infection at any of these sites [@bib10]. These observations suggest that another cellular factor is required for successful virus infection.

### 2.2.2. Lectins as potential receptors {#sec2.2.2}

Pseudotyped virus containing the spike protein has also been shown to bind to dendritic cell-specific intercellular adhesion molecule 3-grabbing non-integrin (DC-SIGN) [@bib5]. DC-SIGN is a type II transmembrane adhesion molecule found on dendritic cells. It consists of tandem repeats of a highly conserved 23-amino acid sequence and a C-type lectin domain that recognizes carbohydrate residues on a variety of pathogens. Unlike the ACE2 receptor on pneumocytes and enterocytes, DC-SIGN does not permit SARS-CoV infection of the dendritic cells but can transfer the virus to susceptible target cells through a synapse-like structure (*trans* infection), and this cell-mediated transfer can be blocked by the mouse anti-SARS-CoV spike protein antiserum [@bib5].

Besides DC-SIGN, there is also a report showing that cells expressing a molecule which is 77% identical to DC-SIGN--L-SIGN (CD209L) can enhance SARS-CoV infection [@bib11]. Another study proved that L-SIGN is a receptor for SARS-CoV with the expression cloning method [@bib12]. This study also indicated that cells expressing L-SIGN became susceptible to SARS-CoV infection, but L-SIGN was a less efficient receptor when compared with ACE2 [@bib12]. L-SIGN also is a type II transmembrane glycoprotein in the C-type lectin family. It has a structure similar to that of DC-SIGN, except that L-SIGN has considerable polymorphism in the tandem repeat domain. Since L-SIGN has much higher polymorphism, there must exist different combinations in the population. Chan et al. found that homozygous expression of polymorphic variants of L-SIGN plays a protective role in SARS-CoV infection, because cells homozygous for L-SIGN show higher binding capacity for SARS-CoV, higher proteasome-dependent viral degradation and a low capacity for *trans* infection [@bib13].

All these findings indicate that lectins may play a role in the pathogen--host interaction. Whether there are other molecules involved in the SARS-CoV--host interaction remains open.

2.3. Entry into target cells {#sec2.3}
----------------------------

After the virus attaches to the host cells, the virus enters the cell either through pH-dependent receptor-mediated endocytosis or through direct membrane fusion. Currently, there is no consensus about this question in the SARS-CoV case. Some experiments demonstrated that SARS-CoV might gain cell entry via pH-dependent endocytosis, but there are also studies showing that the SARS coronavirus entered the cells through direct membrane fusion.

### 2.3.1. Cell entry by direct cell fusion {#sec2.3.1}

The N-terminal half of the S protein (S1) contains the receptor-binding domain, whereas the C-terminal half (S2) is the membrane-anchored membrane-fusion subunit, which contains two heptad repeat regions (HR1 and HR2). In the native state, spike proteins on the virus surface could be in oligomeric form and form the stems of the spikes on SARS-CoV; HR1 regions may be in random coil conformation covered by the S1 domain. After binding to ACE2 on the target cells, the S2 domain changes conformation by forming α-helices, extending and inserting its inert fusion peptide into the target cell membrane, and exposing HR1 and HR2 regions. Then the HR1 and HR2 regions form a six-helix oligomeric complex, with the HR2 trimer as a core. This fusion-active core structure brings the viral and target cell membranes into close proximity, resulting in fusion between the membranes and formation of fusion pores, which allows the virus genome to enter the target cell [@bib14].

### 2.3.2. Cell entry by endocytosis {#sec2.3.2}

Apart from direct membrane fusion at the target cell surface, SARS-CoV might gain cell entry via pH-dependent endocytosis, which is also mediated by the S protein. The spike glycoproteins of most of the enveloped RNA viruses can mediate the attachment, fusion and entry of the virus. However, an activating trigger, which can result in a conformational change, is usually required to make the spike glycoproteins fulfill their functions. For example, binding to specific receptors/coreceptors is the activating trigger for MLV and HIV, while the influenza virus requires only an acidic milieu. However, this is different in the case of SARS-CoV, as some groups have found that a special endosomal protease, cathepsin L, was crucial in the activation of viral infectivity; inhibitors of cathepsin L can prevent SARS-CoV entry [@bib15]. So SARS-CoV may first bind to ACE2 on the cell surface and be taken up into a vesicle (endocytosis). Later, cleavage of spike protein or ACE2 by cathepsin L facilitates fusion of the viral membrane and the vesicle membrane. These results are consistent with previous findings showing that the inhibitors of vacuolar acidification could block infection by S-bearing pseudotypes in a dose-dependent manner [@bib5], as cathepsin L is a pH-dependent cysteine protease with its maximal activity in an acidic milieu and may lose its activity with increasing pH.

Therefore, the spike protein mediated entry of SARS-CoV might be through direct membrane fusion or in a pH-dependent endocytosis fashion, and certain factors might influence this process.

3. General characteristics of SARS {#sec3}
==================================

3.1. Clinical features {#sec3.1}
----------------------

The mean incubation period for this disease is estimated to be 6.4 days (95% CI 5.2--7.7). The mean time from onset of clinical symptoms to hospital admission varied from 3 to 5 days [@bib16]. The most common symptoms included fever, chills, rigors, and myalgia. Cough and headache were also reported in more than 50% of the patients. Other common findings were lymphopenia, thrombocytopenia, and elevated lactate dehydrogenase and creatine kinase levels [@bib17] watery diarrhea has also been reported [@bib18].

Results from autopsied organs showed that the predominant damage occurred in lungs. The pathological characteristics of the lung include acute pulmonary exudative and hemorrhagic inflammation in lung tissue, greatly increased permeability of capillaries leading to a leakage of proteins such as cellulose, or even erythrocytes, into the alveolar wall and space, and accumulation of exudates and edema fluids in most of the alveoli spaces, and even hyaline membrane formation in some alveoli spaces [@bib19].

Airspace opacity distributed peripherally in the lower lung zone is the most commonly encountered radiographic image in patients with SARS at presentation. Radiographic progression to multifocal or bilateral lung involvement followed by radiographic improvement occurs during treatment in about 70% of patients with SARS. No cavitation, lymphadenopathy, or pleural effusion was demonstrated [@bib20].

3.2. Disease progression {#sec3.2}
------------------------

Typically, SARS follows a three-phase clinical course [@bib18]. Phase 1 is a viral replication phase that involves an initial presentation of high fever and myalgia of a few days\' duration, which generally improve after a few days. The increasing viral load during this phase suggests that the symptoms are largely related to the effect of viral replication and cytolysis; however, this may also be due to antiviral and immunomodulatory therapies. In phase 2, which begins about 8 days after onset of fever, patients frequently had recurrence of fever, onset of diarrhea, and oxygen desaturation. The timing of IgG seroconversion, which starts on day 10, seems to correlate with falls in viral load, which occurs between days 10 and 15. Severe clinical worsening also occurs at this time. Therefore, the lung damage at this phase is most likely related to immunopathological damage as a result of host response, rather than uncontrolled viral replication itself [@bib18].

Most cases improve after steroid treatment and enter a third phase of rehabilitation, while about 20% deteriorate with evidence of severe lung injury characterized by acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) necessitating ventilation [@bib18].

3.3. Prognostic factors {#sec3.3}
-----------------------

Epidemiological analysis of the patient population shows that some factors may influence the final outcome of the disease. Firstly, age: in patients older than 65 years, the mortality rate exceeds 50% [@bib21], while SARS in children, especially those under 12 years, is generally associated with an uneventful course and a good outcome. Secondly, coexisting illnesses, especially diabetes mellitus and heart disease, are consistently found to be independent prognostic factors for poor outcome, which is defined as death, need for mechanical ventilation, or admission to an intensive care unit [@bib18], [@bib21]. Thirdly, in some studies, an increased lactate dehydrogenase level and elevated neutrophil count at the time of admission, as well as low CD4 and CD8 lymphocyte counts, were associated with a poor prognosis [@bib22].

4. Molecular mechanisms of SARS pathogenesis {#sec4}
============================================

Although much has been learned about SARS in the three years since its discovery, aspects of the pathogenesis of the disease are still not fully understood. But it needs to be emphasized that since there is no specific drug or vaccine available, research on molecular mechanisms is crucial to identify potential treatment targets.

4.1. The function of the immune system in the progress of the disease {#sec4.1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

In phase 2 of the disease, the immune response plays an important role. The disease in children under the age of 12 and those with immunosuppressive conditions such as HIV infection or treatment with immunosuppressors is less severe, also indicating that immunopathology plays an important role in phase 2. The use of steroids for SARS in this phase seems to be beneficial, which is also evidence that the inflammation and immune response play a role in this phase.

### 4.1.1. Innate immune response to SARS-CoV {#sec4.1.1}

In general, during a viral infection, most cell types in the body respond by secreting high levels of type 1 interferons. This is not the case in the SARS-CoV infection. The immune-related genes that were overexpressed after the onset of SARS are usually associated with the innate immune response against bacterial infection and not against a viral infection. For example, the expression of lactoferrin is upregulated [@bib23]. In addition, other innate immune defenses, such as the collectins, which can bind the glycosylated SARS-CoV S protein, may play an important role in host defense. This suggests that the response of SARS affected patients is mainly an innate inflammatory response rather than a specific immune response against a viral infection [@bib23]. Besides the function of limiting virus spread, the immunological response against viral infection can also cause pathological damage to the host tissues. This is especially a concern in the case of pro-inflammatory cytokines. Nicholls and colleagues suggested that pro-inflammatory cytokines released by activated macrophages in alveoli could have a prominent role in the pathogenesis of SARS [@bib24].

### 4.1.2. The adaptive immune response to SARS-CoV {#sec4.1.2}

T cells are essential for adaptive immunity against viral infections in vivo. Antiviral CD4^+^ helper T cells help in the production of virus-specific antibodies by B cells, while CD8^+^ CTLs can kill virus-infected host cells. In the case of SARS-CoV infection, there is no conclusion as to the degree that T cells can influence the progress of the disease, since lymphopenia with a rapid decrease in both CD4 and CD8 T cells is common during the acute phase of SARS [@bib22].

Neutralizing antibodies (IgG) have been detected in SARS patients, suggesting that humoral immunity plays an important role in the elimination of the virus. This is further evidenced by the activity of an anti-S1 human monoclonal antibody, 80R, in neutralizing SARS-CoV infection and inhibiting syncytia formation [@bib25].

4.2. The role of apoptosis {#sec4.2}
--------------------------

Virus-induced apoptosis is a common phenomenon in viral infection, especially RNA virus infections, including some coronaviruses. Apoptosis can be used by the host cells to clear off the virus in the infected cells and also can assist virus dissemination by the release of viral particles, thereby facilitating its survival in vivo. Therefore, apoptosis can have two opposite roles on the pathogenicity of viral infection, enhancing or suppressing the viral infection. In the case of SARS, apoptosis was observed in patients\' lung epithelial cells; thus, SARS-CoV induced apoptosis would certainly have a deleterious pathogenic role, leading to severe tissue damage [@bib26]. This might explain the severe respiratory system damage in SARS patients.

Apoptosis may also play an important role in the hematological changes besides the direct injury in the lung. As mentioned above, hematological changes in patients with SARS are common and include lymphopenia, thrombocytopenia and occasionally leukopenia. The mechanism underlying this phenomenon remains unclear, but there are studies indicating that apoptosis as well as the immune response are involved [@bib27].

Several studies have focused on the mechanism of SARS-CoV induced apoptosis, for example, proapoptotic components of the virus genes and apoptosis pathways. SARS-CoV infection in Vero E6 cells can lead to apoptosis. Further studies showed that a variety of signaling pathways were phosphorylated or dephosphorylated when the cells were infected with SARS-CoV. Specifically, p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) is thought to be involved in induction of apoptosis, since Mizutani et al. found that the p38 MAPK and its downstream targets, MAPKAPK-2 and HSP-27 were activated during viral replication [@bib28]. A p38 inhibitor was able to partially prevent cytopathic effects induced by SARS-CoV infection. The signal transducer and activator of transcription (STAT)-3, which is usually constitutively phosphorylated at a tyrosine residue (705), is dephosphorylated by SARS-CoV-induced activation of p38 [@bib28]. Although Akt, an inhibitor of apoptosis, was also partially activated, this weak activation cannot prevent SARS-CoV infection-induced apoptosis in Vero E6 cells. And recently, research on the 90 kDa ribosomal S6 kinases (p90RSKs), an important substrate of the ERK, showed that the specific serine residue (380) of p90RSKs, that has been reported to be involved in autophosphorylation by activation of the C-terminal kinase domain, was phosphorylated in confluent SARS-CoV infected cells, and this phosphorylation can be inhibited by an inhibitor of p38 MAPK [@bib29]. All these results suggest that SARS-CoV induced apoptosis in Vero E6 cells is related to p38 MAPK.

Besides the whole virus, certain components of the virus can also induce apoptosis. It has been reported that SARS-CoV proteins 3a, 3b and 7a can induce apoptosis; the SARS coronavirus nucleocapsid protein can induce apoptosis in COS-1 cells in the absence of growth factors; the C-terminal domain of SARS-CoV spike protein is sufficient to induce apoptosis in Vero E6 cells. A recent study showed that the induction of apoptosis by the 7a protein also is related to its ability to activate p38 MAPK [@bib30].

4.3. The role of RAS system {#sec4.3}
---------------------------

In adult SARS patients, respiratory distress is the principal cause of mortality. The histological change associated with ARDS is called diffuse alveolar damage (DAD), which is characterized by structureless non-cellular exudates filling the bronchioles. DAD is associated with a high mortality rate, and apart from supportive clinical care, there are few specific therapeutic options of proven benefit. Recent studies have shown that the renin-angiotensin system plays an important role in the SARS-CoV caused acute lung failure.

### 4.3.1. The function of the renin-angiotensin system in acute lung injury {#sec4.3.1}

Acid aspiration or sepsis in wild-type mice, which mimics human acute lung injury, resulted in impairment of lung function as assessed by lung elasticity, blood oxygenation and pulmonary edema. The mice developed edema, alveolar wall thickening, bleeding, inflammatory cell infiltration and hyaline membrane formation. But in the ACE2 knockout mice, lung injury was much more severe than in the wild-type mice when assessed similarly. A rescue experiment using the recombinant human ACE2 protein showed a decreased degree of acute lung injury in both the knockout and wild-type mice. All these results demonstrated that loss of ACE2 is essential for lung injury [@bib31].

Both ACE and ACE2 are key enzymes in the renin-angiotensin system. ACE cleaves the decapeptide angiotensinI (AngI) into octapeptide angiotensinII (AngII). ACE2 cleaves a single residue from AngI to generate Ang1--9, and a residue from AngII to generate Ang1--7. In this way, ACE2 counterbalances the function of ACE and negatively regulates the AngII level. Thus loss of ACE2 expression will lead to a high level of AngII, which will then, through receptor AT1a, have a causative role in acute lung failure ( [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1Schematic representation of the role of RAS in the SARS-CoV induced acute lung injury and the potential therapeutic drugs. ACE can cleave angiotensin I to produce angiotensin II, which can then either bind to AT1aR leading to lung injury, or bind to AT2R reducing the severity of lung injury. ACE2, on the contrary, can counteract ACE by converting the angiotensin II to a less damaging molecule. SARS-CoV infection or spike protein treatment can down-regulate the expression of ACE2, and thus aggravate lung injury. Based on these findings, ACE inhibitor (such as lisinopri, captopri), AT1aR inhibitor (such as losartan, valsartan) as well as recombinant human ACE2 (rhuACE2), are all potential drugs for this kind of acute lung injury.

### 4.3.2. The role of ACE2 in SARS-CoV caused lung injury {#sec4.3.2}

We speculated that the acute lung failure caused by SARS-CoV was mainly due to the function of ACE2. First we found that experimental infections of SARS-CoV in wild-type mice resulted in considerably reduced ACE2 expression in the lungs, while ACE expression was not changed. To further test our hypothesis, we established a defined model system using recombinant SARS-CoV spike protein. This model system allowed us to avoid possible secondary effects resulting from viral replication or infections in vivo and to directly test whether SARS-CoV spike protein might adversely affect acute lung injury through modulation of ACE2. With this system we found that binding of spike to endogenous ACE2 in Vero E6 cells also resulted in downregulation of ACE2 surface expression. Further studies showed that treatment with spike protein worsened the lung function in wild-type mice. Moreover, spike treatment of acid-challenged wild-type mice augmented the pathological changes in the lung parenchyma and increased lung edema, while in vivo spike protein administration did not affect the severity of lung failure in ACE2 knockout mice, indicating that the effect of spike protein on acute lung injury is ACE2 specific. Thus we hypothesize that infection with SARS-CoV can result in ACE2 downregulation through binding of SARS-CoV spike protein to ACE2. Given that ACE2 is a key negative regulatory factor for severity of lung edema and acute lung failure, SARS-CoV spike protein-mediated ACE2 downregulation then contributes to the severity of lung pathologies [@bib8] ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

About one million people suffer from ARDS due to different disposing factors, and the death rate can reach 50%. As the recombinant ACE2 and angiotensin II receptor inhibitors are already in clinical use for control of blood pressure, this finding points to a possible therapy for the otherwise incurable disease ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

Besides ARDS that contributes significantly to SARS-CoV caused death, other SARS-CoV associated diseases, such as hypertension, glucose increase, and heart dysfunctions cannot be ignored [@bib18], [@bib21]. The mechanisms underlying the pathogenesis are still unclear and need to be understood.

5. Antiviral therapy and vaccine development {#sec5}
============================================

5.1. Antiviral therapy {#sec5.1}
----------------------

Currently, there is no antiviral therapy of proven value for SARS. Clinically, treatment of SARS includes anti-SARS-CoV therapy and anti-inflammatory treatment to limit viral pneumonitis and subsequent pulmonary fibrosis. With insights into the field of SARS pathogenesis and SARS-CoV genome structure, novel potential therapeutic targets for antiviral therapy were evaluated. For example, inhibitors of each step of the virus life cycle, like binding inhibitors, fusion inhibitors, RNA transcription (replication) inhibitors as well as protease inhibitors, were designed and evaluated. Only a few potential anti-SARS agents have been tested in animal models, and their efficacy in humans is still unknown. Inconsistent results between different groups investigating the same compound may be related to testing methodology, in particular, differences between in vitro and in vivo antiviral mechanisms.

New technologies such as siRNA may be important. However, this new technology is still riddled with practical difficulties, like efficacious delivery systems and safety concerns, limiting its application to patient treatment.

Using sera from people convalescing from SARS to treat SARS patients was proved to be effective, implying that neutralizing antibody can serve as a therapeutic strategy. A retrospective study in a limited number of patients using human SARS convalescent plasma suggested that passive immunization had no obvious adverse effects [@bib32]. However, the use of convalescent sera is not a practical therapy, especially when there is an outbreak worldwide.

There are still no effective antiviral therapies that can be used immediately on patients. The most promising method to prevent the disease is a protective vaccine.

5.2. Vaccine development {#sec5.2}
------------------------

Immediately after the SARS outbreak, researchers began to investigate whether inactivated vaccine could be used to prevent SARS. In China, a collaborative group from the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences, China\'s CDC, and the Sinovac Biotech Company passed the inactivated SARS-CoV strain PUMC001 vaccine clinical trial phase 1 from the SFDA in the summer of 2005. Although the inactivated SARS vaccine seems useful and reasonable in SARS prevention, the safety of the inactivated SARS-CoV vaccine is a serious concern.

Vaccines targeting structural genes, especially the recombinant spike protein, seem the safest strategy. A DNA vaccine encoding S protein can elicit neutralizing antibodies and induce T cell response, which can protect mice from SARS infection [@bib33]. Varieties of vectors were used to express the spike protein and then used to immunize mice, African green monkeys, and hamsters. Neutralizing antibodies were detected which protected them from infection. The DNA SARS vaccine invented by scientists at the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases and produced by Vical Inc. of San Diego entered clinical trial phase 1 under US FDA guidelines at the end of 2004. Recently, a group proved that RBD could elicit much higher titers of neutralizing antibodies than did the full-length S protein [@bib34], suggesting that RBD may be a potential vaccine candidate.

However, the discovery that spike RBD alone could worsen acute lung injury in mice indicated the potential safety issue of spike as protein vaccine. The harm of spike RBD to the lung was thought to be caused by its binding to SARS receptor ACE2 [@bib8]. It is reported that S proteins from the 2002--2003 SARS outbreak and from the much less severe 2003--2004 outbreak have different binding affinities to the receptor ACE2. The latter has lower affinity to human ACE2, mainly due to an alteration of amino acid residues at sites 479 and 487 [@bib35]. Therefore, in order to obtain safer recombinant spike protein vaccine, site-directed mutagenesis at these sites might be necessary to eliminate the binding affinity of spike to ACE2.

6. Concluding remarks {#sec6}
=====================

In summary, the global outbreak of SARS has led to the formation of a successful network of laboratories, and much has been learned about SARS in the three years since its discovery. However, some aspects of the molecular pathogenesis of the disease are still not fully understood. Further investigations of various aspects, including the life cycle of the virus, the molecular mechanisms of the disease, and the factors that can influence the progress of the disease, will result in a more thorough understanding of this new pathogen. Results from further research will certainly suggest more promising treatment strategies and may lead to prevention of this disease.
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